
Category: Tactical: Combination play
Difficulty: Moderate

Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

FC Teaneck Lesson Plan Week 7 Combination Play Wall Pass

Description

Organization:
Channels Set up as shown
At least 4 players per channel
Instructions:
Channels:
Give and Go
- Player B checks at an angle to create passing lane
- Once Player B has opened up in support, Player A passes to
Player B
- Player A then continues their run around forward to receive the
return pass from B (one touch return ideal) and finds the target in a
gate
Player A becomes player B, B to C, C to A
Coaching Points:
Give and Go
- Player B support check is sideways, hips open to field
- solid return pass into A's path
-communication between teammates
Target moving into new passing lane
Progression:
Add in shadow defender

2v1 combination (15 mins)

Organization:
20x15
Blue Team with Ball
White Team no ball
Instructions:
Blue Team passes to White with Throw In
- Pressure player with ball
- Shadow Defend to start
White Team
- Player Who receives Dribbles towards defender, then Combines
with teammate 2v1
- Use Wall Pass
-After wall pass, score on goal
Player with out ball
-Check in at supporting angle
-Quickly pass ball forward towards teammate.
Player A joins line C, Player C joins line B, Player B joins line A
Coaching Points:
- Attacker with ball, dribble towards defender to commit and use wall pass to beat defender.
- Quick Change of speed to receive ball
- Supporting player Check in at angle
Progressions:
Add GK
-Defenders can NOW win Ball
-Defenders can Score by dribbling to end Zone
-2v2

Main Activity 1 (25 mins)



Organization:
- 2 teams of 3 per field
- 1 ball per field
Instructions:
- Normal 3 v 3 tournament with teams all playing each other for 4-5
minutes per game.
- Teams will rotate fields before having a final and 3rd place match
after all the group stages are played.
Coaching Points:
- Try to look to combine as much as possible.
- Pass and move after the pass.
Progressions:

3 v 3 Tournament (10 mins)
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